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Abstract. Many digital news archive systems in Taiwan are based on format description, not subject 
indexing. This requires users to know their background or the terminologies used, in order to retrieve 
information from these archives. This paper discusses how the original elements were indexed from 
various perspectives in Chinese digitized news archives. It also makes recommendations to improve the 
industry, including strengthening the process, connection, and description of news contents, organization, 
and management. This will enable cross-system retrieval and in-depth resource integration among 
systems. 

Introduction 
It is important to accumulate historical news for sociological and other research. Many existing 
digitized news archival systems in Taiwan are based on format description, not subject indexing. 
For historical archives of news events, if users do not understand their background or the 
terminologies used, they will not be able to retrieve the information they want. Although several 
metadata standards have been established for years, the problems of indexing practice, such as the 
format, tools, and methods used, remain ambiguous. How were the original elements indexed? Was 
it done automatically or manually, or by both methods? And who should be the indexer -- reporter, 
editor, professional indexer, or by outside sources? What is the outcome of the indexing? 
 There has been more attention paid to the development of Chinese news archives, because of 
several conferences on related issues held in Taiwan, mainland China and Hong Kong recently. 
 Metadata based on format description and indexing would give proper management, 
organization and retrieval of information. Indexing is the result of subject analysis performed by 
indexers, who should match the index and content to produce good results in the searching process 
(Booth, 2001). Although indexers are well trained, indexing is sometimes inconsistent among 
inter-indexers and intra-indexers (Cleveland & Cleveland, 2001). Sokvitne (2001) pointed out that 
web retrieval via metadata needs good cataloguing which is based on appropriate and 
well-developed rules. Generally speaking, it is carried out by professionals and is cost-effective. 
However, existing major digital archive systems are designed by specialists, metadata schemas 
developed by experts who are information managers or indexers, and the metadata contents 
assigned by authors who do not have information organization training. After the metadata scheme 
is established, there would be some questions on indexing, for example, the quality assurance of 
news indexers and the index. 

Study Cases 
There are three major types of historical newspaper archive systems in Taiwan. They are “Shih 
Chieh Jih Pao” Digitization (SCJPD), United Daily News Data (UDNData), and the Digital 
Archives of Taiwan Baseball with Historical Newspaper Records (DATBHNR). SCJPD, managed 
by Shih-Hsin University, has 70,000 records of SCJP newspapers in the early republic (1926 to 
1929). UDNData, managed by the United Daily News group, has 8.06 million records of UDN 
serial publications, from 1951 onwards. DATBHNR, managed by Tamkang University, has 1,500 
images and 50,000 records of news profiles from 1956 onwards. 
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 They make use of three metadata schema: WorldML, UDNML and NRMF with Add fields, 
respectively. Retrieval is done through full text searching in SCJPD and DATBHNR, and full text 
combined with field searching in UDNData. 

Analysis and Comparison 
Metadata and Cataloging 

The Academia Sinica Metadata Information Group and the Council of Cultural Affairs in Taiwan 
have established the News Records Metadata Format (NRMF) to be used for related repositories. 
But the above three news archives have developed metadata schema on their own. They are: 
WorldML: The system is sponsored by a scientific project. There were five tags at the beginning. 
Yu, Associate Professor at Shih-Hsin University, designed another 13 elements referred system aim 
and characteristics of SCJP. 
 UDNML: UDN staff, including reporters, editors, information technicians and system 
managers, developed UDNML. Based on application of new system, designation of metadata was 
thoroughly considered, but complicated procedures were the trade-offs, which included the 
procedures of draft writing, editing, publishing and depositing. 
DATBHNR metadata: It is also a project. The system is based on the designation of the news 
database, and is a modification of NRMF. 
 It is likely that the three systems are not cataloging their records, especially in terms of the 
elements of “subject” and “description”. The exception is DATBHNR, where teachers and students 
carry out cataloging, but with no formal publication about cataloging tools or rules. Since the 
information in the DATBHNR system came from UDNData, DATBHNR should focus on deep 
valuing. It was observed that the development of DATBHNR was prone to work on cooperative 
platform. 

Subject indexing 

The need for classification and subject indexing becomes more crucial for processing deep or 
subjective valuing, because it is difficult to use only full text searching in UDNData, which contains 50 
years of primary news materials. SCJPD is mainly digitalized, and there are five tags without a subject 
index. DATBHNR, which holds baseball information from UDNData, may resolve the problem 
through profile classification. A digital newspaper archive was constructed for retrieval in DATBHNR 
through a thematic approach, including profile classification, records of major events, and records of 
baseball celebrities. 

Indexing and Indexers 

Different data formats, processing and applications resulted in different indexes and different indexing 
methods. SCJP was the newspaper in the 1910s. Every aspect of the publication, including editing, title, 
news draft, and writing styles, was quite different from the newspaper of today. The characteristics of 
SCJP were as follows: many special new wordings, no author names in a news draft. The metadata of 
SCJPD provided a cataloging protocol and rules, and requires an indexer with history and journalism 
background. Yu (2005) suggested that metadata in SCJPD should be planned and rules formulated by 
specialists, and cataloging should be done by specialists in the history profession. Cheng-Yi Swen 
(2004), head of the Information Management Department of UDN, suggested that metadata should be 
indexed according to the news subject. The indexing work needs cooperation between experienced 
editors, librarians, and information technicians. These specialists define events and decide on rules of 
indexing and administration together when events occur. The indexing is the responsibility of reporters, 
because they know the news events. It is important not to intrigue indexing work itself while designing 
information systems. It is impossible to index data one by one due to the large quantity of news. The 
new editorial system was established in the United Daily News and designed for reporters to do the 
indexing. However, the reporters proved to be reluctant indexers. In the opinion of Frank Na, a retired 
reporter in UDN, if the metadata system turns out to be useful, then the reporters may be willing to 
perform the task. 

Reality and Problems 

There are 70,000 articles in SCJPD, and most of them have been digitized. Operators scanned and 
indexed several simple tags, and valuing and arrangement needed another working group to handle the 
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next steps. According to Yu’s unpublished data, the guidelines for metadata have been established but 
have not been applied. Because the original system belonged to a project with a limited budget and 
time, the application of a content index was delayed.  

UDNML was designed in the United Daily News group, and did not utilize an inter-work platform 
or UDNData. The aim of the metadata system was to construct internal process of information 
processing, storage and exchange standards. Obviously, UDNData did not apply metadata due to 
limited resources. Thus they could only provide raw materials nor to provide full text search. In Na’s 
opinion, it is a waste of resources to construct a new system. Swen indicated that no consensus was 
reached although it is practical to assign reporters or editors to do indexing. 

As for DATBHNR, the metadata criteria were not formulated. It was designed according to NRMF 
(News Records Metadata Format), but because the tag sets were not sufficient, they were combined 
with the Wiki cooperative platform. The system is a subjective valuing system, whose materials came 
from UDNData profile, and related tags and knowledge tree were created in the system. Deep valuing 
should be processing. 

Conclusion 
Subject indexing is essential in the digital archives of historical Chinese newspapers. Proper indexing 
not only raises the precision rate but also bridges the gap resulting from different wording styles and 
different characteristics between historical newspapers and current newspapers. When indexing is done 
out of a sense of social responsibility, the more comprehensively it is done the better -- the less value 
when we consider only business. 

Professional training in information organization for indexers is essential. The indexing of 
historical newspapers and general records such as SCJP should be done by specialists with a history 
background. Where UDNData is concerned, since the system contains both historical and current 
records, it should be separated into two parts: defer action on the historical records, and let reporters or 
editors index the current content. Subjective valuing systems like DARTBHNR are prone to utilize 
cooperative platform for indexing. 

Information organization training should be provided for reporters and editors in Taiwan. Because 
information organization uses up a lot of human resources, time and budget, the existing digital 
archives suffer from insufficient indexing. 

Digital archive institutes should provide more standardized news tools, such as classification 
schemes, thesauri, common indexing rules, etc. There has been a solution about data exchange. This 
means that news data and standardized news tools (or knowledge organization tools) can be shared in 
the future. 

Indexing is cooperative work in the digital age. It is practical to design tags to be filled in by 
different workers. Standard metadata design should be comprehensive. Most of the tags should be filled 
in by the system, but subject content indexing still requires experts. We have to consider indexing as 
part of the system requirements. As it is impossible to request academic institutions (not enough money) 
or industries (not enough profits) to index historical news data, the government should be involved to 
combine the resources of academia and industries. 

The indexers who worked on the organization of news archives were not formally trained. 
Folksonomy has come into vogue recently, and the phenomenon probably indicates that folksindex and 
folks knowledge system will become popular. Since the Internet, blogging and the Wiki cooperative 
platform appeared, the education of information organization should be expanded, to include focusing 
on building up information organization related theory in different settings. 
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